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ABSTRACT

X-ray masking apparatus includes a frame having a supporting rim surrounding an x-ray transparent region, a thin membrane of hard inorganic x-ray transparent material attached at its periphery to the supporting rim covering the x-ray transparent region and a layer of x-ray opaque material on the thin membrane inside the x-ray transparent region arranged in a pattern to selectively transmit x-ray energy entering the x-ray transparent region through the membrane to a predetermined image plane separated from the layer by the thin membrane. A method of making the masking apparatus includes depositing back and front layers of hard inorganic x-ray transparent material on front and back surfaces of a substrate, depositing back and front layers of reinforcing material on the back and front layers, respectively, of the hard inorganic x-ray transparent material, removing the material including at least a portion of the substrate and the back layers of an inside region adjacent to the front layer of hard inorganic x-ray transparent material, removing a portion of the front layer of reinforcing material opposite the inside region to expose the surface of the front layer of hard inorganic x-ray transparent material separated from the inside region by the latter front layer, and depositing a layer of x-ray opaque material on the surface of the latter front layer adjacent to the inside region.
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FIG. 6
X-RAY LITHOGRAPHY MASKING

This invention was made with government support under Contract Number N00019-95-K-0131 awarded by the Advanced Research Projects Agency through the Department of the Navy and Contract Number NAS8-38249 awarded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The government has certain rights in the invention.

This invention relates to fabricating masks for x-ray lithography, and the improved configuration.

For background reference is made to U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,743,842 and 4,254,174. X-ray lithography is useful for making semiconductor integrated circuits. An x-ray lithography system typically includes a mask, a source of x-rays, and a positioner for positioning the mask relative to a substrate while a flux of x-rays passes through the mask to expose a radiation-sensitive film (also known as resist) on the substrate. In this way, a pattern on the mask is imaged upon the radiation-sensitive film on the substrate.

The mask is held in close proximity to the substrate. For example, if the minimum feature size on the mask is about 100 nm, the corresponding recommended maximum mask sample gap may be typically 2.5 to 4 microns. That is, the gap is proportional to the square of the minimum feature size.

It is an important object of this invention to provide an improved x-ray lithography mask configuration and method of forming.

According to the invention, an absorber pattern is formed on the side of a hard inorganic membrane away from the substrate.

Numerous other features, objects and advantages of the invention will become apparent from the following detailed description when read in connection with the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a Si wafer coated with a film and Si layer;

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the Si wafer after processing to leave the film as a membrane supported on the substrate.

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the structure of FIG. 2 after depositing material suitable for strong absorption of soft x-rays;

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the structure of FIG. 3 following patterning the deposited material;

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the structure of FIG. 4 in a position for anodic bonding to a frame;

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of the completed x-ray mask following attachment of a pellet to the back of the frame;

FIG. 7 is a plan view of the completed x-ray mask with patterned absorber on the membrane in which the edge reinforcement has a circular format; and

FIG. 8 is a plan view of the completed mask with patterned absorber on the membrane in which the edge reinforcement has a square format.

With reference to the drawings, FIG. 1 shows a cross-sectional view of a Si wafer 10 coated on front and back sides (top and bottom) with hard inorganic films 15F, 15B of thickness of 1 to 2 micrometers and polycrystalline or amorphous Si layers 20F, 20B. The films 15F, 15B and layers 20F, 20B may be deposited on the Si wafer 10 using chemical vapor deposition processes well known in the art. The processes for depositing SiC or SiNx films 15F, 15B are commonly applied in making conventional x-ray masks, and the methods for depositing the Si layers 20F, 20B are well known in the semiconductor art.

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the structure of FIG. 1 following removal of the deposited Si layer 20F from the back side or bottom of Si wafer 10, etching of an opening in the bottom film 15B and wafer 10 and patterning of the front or top layer 20F in the form of a continuous ring suitable for anodic bonding. The etching of film 15B provides a limited area in which the Si wafer 10 material can be chemically etched, using a KOH solution, or any of the other well known etchants of Si (e.g., ethylene-diamine pyrocatechol, tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide, gallic acid) to form a ring consisting of the remaining Si wafer 10 that supports the hard inorganic film membrane 15F and surrounds enclosed x-ray transparent region 35. Membrane 15F, usually one to a few micrometers thick, is made of a material of low atomic number, such as Si, SiC, Si3N4, or diamond for carrying absorbing material of high atomic number, such as gold, uranium, tungsten, tantalum, or an alloy of one of these materials, patterned to selectively absorb incident x-rays corresponding to a desired pattern to be imaged on a substrate exposed with soft x-rays. Such x-ray transparent materials are known in the art, and are described for example in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,440,981; 4,322,070; and 4,056,641 to Marz et al. (assigned to International Business Machines Corporation) and U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,440,980; 4,340,683; 4,322,071; and 4,056,642 to E. H. Stoll, et al. (assigned to Eastman Kodak Company) for use as x-ray masks.

FIG. 3 shows a cross-sectional view of the structure of FIG. 2 with the absorbing material 50 deposited on membrane 15F using methods described, for example, by Mondol et al. in "Uniform-Pressure Tungsten on X-ray Mask Membranes via He-Backside Temperature Homogenization", Journal of Vacuum Science Technology B, vol. 9, pp. 3287-3291 (1991).

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the structure of FIG. 3 with absorbing material 50 patterned.

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the structure of FIG. 4 inverted with the annular ring 20F contacting raised rim 55R, commonly referred to as a mesa rim or a pedestal, of a frame 55, typically of glass, Si or SiC. Annular ring 20F is bonded to rim 55R, typically by anodic bonding. Anodic bonding involves heating frame 55 and membrane 15F, and applying a high voltage between the deposited Si film 50F and an electrode (not shown) located under frame 55. Other forms of bonding, including, for example, epoxy bonding or other contaminants that would interfere with the projection of a high quality image in an optical projection system. Dust particles can accumulate on the pellicle, but such particles are located at a significant distance from the plane of the reticle. This distance is chosen to exceed the depth-of-focus of the optical projection system. This way any dust particle on the pellicle is likewise outside the depth-of-focus of the optical projection system. At such distances, dust particles have negligible detrimental effects.
The possible use of pellicles in x-ray lithography has been discussed previously, but in all such cases it was envisioned that the pellicle would be placed immediately between an absorber pattern and a substrate. But a pellicle thus located has the potential of interfering with mask-sample gap and hence the quality of pattern replication. In contrast, when the pellicle is located a suitable distance away from the absorber material and outside the region between absorber material and the substrate to be exposed, absorber material resides in a dust-free enclosure. This enclosure may be filled with He gas to prevent oxidation or the buildup of contamination. Furthermore, pellicle can be made of any x-ray transmitting membrane material, including Si, SiC, SiN, diamond, polyimide, and other x-ray transparent materials.

The mask configuration according to the invention with absorber material on the back side of membrane facilitates removal of dust particles. Another advantage is that any accidental contact between the mask and the substrate is with membrane made of very hard material and deformable so that damage from such contact is unlikely to occur.

The distance between pellicle and absorber material is preferably such that the diffraction pattern from any dust particle that lands on pellicle is sufficiently blurred that it has no deleterious effect on the x-ray lithography. That distance is estimated as follows: let D be the diameter of the dust particle and \( \lambda \) be the wavelength of the exposing x-rays. The gap, G, between the pellicle and absorber material is preferably much greater than \( D^2/\lambda \).

Expressing this mathematically, \( G \gg D^2/\lambda \). A reasonable value would be \( G \approx 10 \, D^2/\lambda \).

If \( D=1 \) micrometer and \( \lambda=1 \) nanometer then \( G=1 \) cm. If the x-ray source subtends an angle of a few milliradians, as 40

*FIG. 7* shows a plan view of a modification of the mask of FIG. 7 having a square edge reinforcement. The square form is advantageous for the fabrication of Si integrated circuits whose patterns are in a similar shape. It is advantageous to sharply define the boundaries of the chip through such an exposure aperture.

Other embodiments are within the claims.

What is claimed is:

1. X-ray masking apparatus comprising, a frame having a supporting rim surrounding an x-ray transparent region, a thin membrane of hard inorganic x-ray transparent material attached at its periphery to said supporting rim covering said x-ray transparent region, a layer of x-ray opaque material on said thin membrane inside said x-ray transparent region and arranged in a pattern to selectively transmit x-ray energy through said membrane from said x-ray transparent region to a predetermined image plane separated from said layer by at least said thin membrane, and a pellicle membrane of x-ray transparent material attached to said frame, spaced from said thin membrane, and covering the x-ray transparent region, whereby a substrate may be positioned in said predetermined image plane and receive an x-ray energy image corresponding to said pattern when x-ray energy enters said x-ray transparent region.

2. X-ray masking apparatus in accordance with claim 1 and further comprising an edge reinforcement connected to and between said periphery and said supporting rim.

3. X-ray masking apparatus in accordance with claim 1, wherein the pellicle membrane is spaced from said thin membrane by a distance \( G \)pciones.

5. X-ray masking apparatus in accordance with claim 4 wherein said distance \( G \) is at least about ten times larger than the ratio of the square of the diameter of said dust particle to the wavelength of said x-ray energy.

6. X-ray masking apparatus in accordance with claim 2, wherein the pellicle membrane is spaced from said thin membrane by a distance \( G \) being sufficiently large so that the x-ray image in said image plane of a dust particle on said pellicle membrane is significantly defocused.

7. X-ray masking apparatus in accordance with claim 6 wherein said distance \( G \) is significantly larger than the ratio of the square of the diameter of said dust particle to the wavelength of said x-ray energy.

8. X-ray masking apparatus in accordance with claim 7 wherein said distance \( G \) is at least about ten times larger than the ratio of the square of the diameter of said dust particle to the wavelength of said x-ray energy.

9. X-ray masking apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein said hard inorganic x-ray transparent material is from the group consisting of Si, SiC, SiN, diamond and polyimide.
10. X-ray masking apparatus in accordance with claim 2 wherein said edge reinforcement is made of silicon.

11. A method of making an x-ray masking apparatus comprising,
   depositing a layer of x-ray transparent material on a substrate,
   removing a portion of said substrate to expose said x-ray transparent layer and thereby form an x-ray transparent membrane,
   depositing x-ray opaque material on the membrane, and
   after depositing the x-ray opaque material, attaching a frame to the membrane.

12. A method of making x-ray masking apparatus in accordance with claim 11 and further comprising patterning said x-ray opaque material to selectively absorb incident x-rays corresponding to a desired pattern to be imaged on a substrate exposed with soft x-rays through the x-ray masking apparatus.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the x-ray opaque material is deposited on the side of the membrane opposite the removed portion of the substrate, and wherein the frame is attached to the side of the membrane supporting the x-ray opaque material.

14. A method of making x-ray masking apparatus in accordance with claim 11, and further comprising attaching a pellicle to said frame spaced from the x-ray transparent layer.